
W.H.O. are you...watching the Vengeance of Xi “Fu Manchu” Jingpin, and his supporting cast of ghoulish characters?? 

 

The Chinese, the Russians, and Nazi collaborator George Soros enjoy playing the long game, and funding COMPROMISED ghoulish politicians who aid 

and abet. 

 

“The hope of a secure and livable world lies with disciplined nonconformists who are dedicated to justice, peace, and brotherhood.” 

-Martin Luther King Jr., 1968. 

 

“I must study politics and war that my sons may have liberty to study mathematics and philosophy. My sons ought to study mathematics and 

philosophy, geography, natural history, naval architecture, navigation, commerce, and agriculture, in order to give their children the right to 

study painting, poetry, music, architecture, statuary, tapestry, and porcelain.”    

-John Adams, 1782. 

 

“There are only two lasting bequests we can hope to give our children. One of these is roots, the other, wings.”            

-Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe, 1782. 

 

“Knowledge makes a man unfit to be a slave.”     
-Frederick Douglass, 1861. 

 

In the New Republic, Polymaths enjoy creating the acts of construction and production, for the benefit of humanity AND ecology, NOT their 

destruction. 

 

We do not remember days, we remember moments. 

-Cesare Pavese. 

 

I have found that if you love life, life will love you back. 

-Arthur Rubenstein. 

                                                                                                               

Where LIBERTY (for ALL CITIZENS) dwells, there is MY COUNTRY. 

Well DONE is better than well said. 

-Ben Franklin. 

 
Youth is happy because it has the capacity to see beauty (and truth). Anyone who keeps the ability to see beauty  never grows old. 

-Franz Kafka 

 

   

  

 

 

 

In the New Republic, Independent Enlightened Commoners enjoy CHOOSING to build out DOMESTIC off-grid residential and commercial infrastructure, 

local regenerative, sustainable, renewable supply chains AND communities, in locales where the population of butterflies, hummingbirds, 

bluebirds, and deer represent the majority of biological life.  

...with an agenda of an egalitarian, diverse community and civilization of happy, peaceful, productive, unified self-reliant RESILIENT 

individuals, living in peaceful communities, in prosperity and unity with illimitable-spirit and nature, with all safe and sound. 

    

“INDEPENDENCE DAY: Freedom has its life in the hearts, the actions, the spirit of men and women, and so it must be DAILY earned and refreshed – 

else like a flower cut from its life-giving roots, it will wither and die.” 

In the New Republic, members hold loyalty to their trades, professions, communities, TRUTH, AND Code of Ethics above loyalty to greed and power. 

X  =  New Republic  =  REGENERATIVE Globalism  =  BREAKTHROUGH ENERGY. : Go.Out.Do. : playlist. 

An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure, and it starts with secure and resilient individuals, dwellings, neighborhoods, communities, 

villages, cities, states, nations, planets, universe, and cosmos.  

Money is good. Money plus ingenuity allows for favorable quantum outcomes, independent of the limitations imposed by binary thought. 

The Emerson-Thoreau-Fuller school of thought transcends the macro failings of civilizations, and maneuvers ahead of collapse, for the benefit of 

the many, NOT for their destruction. 

It is a daily metamorphosis. 

At first flash of Eden...we race down to the sea, and enjoy and share our constructed, productive gardens, orchards, and vineyards, sustain 

optimal physical, emotional, spiritual, and financial health, enjoy the beach shack, and surround with resiliency, adaptability, love, joy, 

gratitude, and peace! 

The secret of change is to focus ALL your energy, NOT on fighting the old, but on building the NEW! 

Rugged individualism, team commitment, local domestic supply chains, resilience, self-reliance, abundance, regeneration, self-defense, disaster 

prevention and mitigation, and expanding prosperous middle class = = New Republic 2.0. 

In the NEW REPUBLIC 2.0, imperfect people form a more perfect union, with Providence. Core principles of community-based prosperity, LOCAL 

commerce, supply, brotherhood, diversity, inclusion, philanthropy, defense, disaster-prevention, distributed power, MEANS OF CONSTRUCTION, the 

Bill of Individual Rights, sustainability and resiliency, all calibrated to LOVE, JOY, GRATITUDE, AND PEACE! 

 

Within You...The Garden of Eden...Without You...Easter Island. 

 

The purpose of discipline is to live life more FULLER, not less! 

 

In the New Model, sustaining synchronicity and self-actualization...for ALL of earth’s sentient life and ecological balance...IS the policy, 

with sovereign Constitutional egalitarianism.  

 

The FUTURE...reimagined by the sparkling rivers, lakes, and oceans! 
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In the New Model, all good people  in the arena  enjoy resuming the restoration of the Constitutional republic FROM JFK’s point of interruption, 

can see for miles and miles, and enjoy Liberty in building out properties and the local means of production, with the capability to sow, 

nurture, grow, harvest, store, cook, engineer, design, program, automate, construct, process, raise, teach, counsel, hunt, defend, provide, 

debate, organize, compose, perform, worship, dance, laugh, love, celebrate, and sustain. Members enjoy a career in methods of spontaneous 

cooperation in the discovery and development of regenerative processes that achieve a well-defined whole!   
 

ALL is not lost! 
 

“There is one revolution tolerable to all men, all societies, all political systems:  

Revolution by design and invention.” 

-R. Buckminster “Bucky” Fuller, 1968. 

 

The TRUE measure of greatness of the individual, organization, society, and world IS NOT a focus on elevating war sales and margin, but rather a 

focus on elevating the marginalized into a world that works for all of CREATION! 

 

A core belief of transcendentalism is in the inherent goodness of people and nature. Adherents believe that society and its institutions have 

corrupted the purity of the individual and nature, and they have faith that people are at their best when truly "self-reliant" and independent.  

 “Confident that with YOUR help, man will be what he was born to be: free and independent.” 

“Does the INDIVIDUAL have the courage to really go along with the TRUTH?” 

“One person can make a difference, and everyone should try.” 

“It is a crime for any citizen to shrink from controversy.” 

“When TRUTH represents an existential threat, then censorship is deployed.” 

“Those who make peaceful revolution impossible will make violent revolution inevitable.” 

John F. Kennedy. 
I think it’s time to get ready! 

Autarky: If your time to you is worth savin’! 

Love     Gratitude  Joy    Counsel of the Wise.     Desiderata.   ko:yaa:nis:qatsi      old republic theme.     ode to the old republic.      It's a Beautiful Day! 

Mission: Impossible: Succeeded. 

Polymaths DO!! 

November 30, 2021. 

 

……starts with one person, one relationship, one family, one neighbor, one neighborhood, one village, one community, one city, one state, one 

nation, at a time....simultaneously. 

To attain and sustain love, joy, gratitude, peace, and synchronicity for all sentient life and ecological balance for earth requires GRIT, not 

greed, where GRIT = perseverance x passion.  Polymaths do not follow or lead the herd; they lead AND LIVE BY the vision. 

50-year cycles: 

1620: Mayflower. 

1770: Romanticism (Act I). AND AGE OF ENLIGHTENMENT 

(Act I). 

1820: The Missouri Compromise. 

1870: John D. Rockefeller incorporates Standard Oil 

and thus begins the Gilded Age (Act I). 

1920: The German Nazi Party is founded.  

Peak of the Spanish Flu pandemic. 

1970: Buckminster Fuller receives the AIA Gold Medal 

award from the American Institute of Architects.   

The first Earth Day is celebrated. 

Best sellers: “Future Shock” AND “The Peter 

Principle”. 

2020 CONFLUENCES: Romanticism (Act II) AND Gilded Age 

(Act II) AND AGE OF ENLIGHTENMENT (Act II) ...AND 

humanity on the brink of DUST BOWL (Act II) and GREAT 

DEPRESSION (Act II) and DARK AGES (Act II)   and COMMON 

SENSE (Act II). 

Peak of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

“The care of human life and happiness, and not their 

destruction, is the first and only object of good 

government.” 

 

“We must not let our rulers lead us with perpetual 

debt.” 

 

“A little rebellion now and then is a good thing.” 

 

“The tree of Liberty must be refreshed from time to 

time with the blood of patriots and tyrants.” 

Thomas Jefferson. 

 

“If you want to find the secrets of the Universe, 

think in terms of energy, frequency, and vibration.” 

 

“Science is but a perversion of itself unless it has 

as its ultimate goal the betterment of humanity.” 

 

“I could only achieve success in my life through self-

discipline, and I applied it until my wish and will 

became one.” 

Nikola Tesla. 

 

 

 
WEALTH WITH PHILANTHROPY is like Capitalism 

WITH Conscience, is like Government WITH 

Oversight, is like Eisenhower's Farewell 

Address, and is IMPLEMENTED with the launch 

of the New Republic! 

 

When the doors of perception are cleansed, 

things will appear to man as they TRULY 

are...INFINITE. 
William Blake. 

 

“In a time of universal deceit, telling the 

TRUTH is a revolutionary act.” 

 

“Everything we see is a shadow cast by that 

which we don’t see.” 

 

"I’m Charles Fuller, and I approve this 

message, from the beginning, of the 

beginning!" 

 

“The supreme art of war is to subdue the 

enemy without fighting.” 

Sun Tzu. 

 

“There are only two things we should fight 

for. One is the defense of our homes and 

other is the Bill of Rights.” 

Smedley Butler. 

 

“The pursuit of truth and beauty is a sphere 

of activity in which we are permitted to 

remain children ALL our lives.” 

Albert Einstein. 

 
Break on through...the Kafkaesque Matrix 

with an ELECTRIFYING experience! 

 
“Everything that is really great and 

inspiring is CREATED by the individual who 

can labor in freedom!” 

Albert Einstein. 

 

“Nothing in life is to be feared, it is only 

to be understood. NOW is the time to 

understand more, so we may fear less.” 

Marie Curie. 

 

“Life is either a great adventure or 

nothing.” 

Helen Keller. 

 

“Love is the only force capable of 

transforming an enemy into a friend.”  

Martin Luther King Jr. 

 

Polymaths connect the dots AND maneuver. 

 

X  =  New Republic  =  REGENERATIVE 

Globalism   =  BREAKTHROUGH ENERGY. : 

Go.Out.Do. 

 

SYNCHRONICITY and ELECTRIC UNIVERSE. Sent from the New Republic. 

playlist. 

CONSTITUTIONALISM.….is the  new counterculture! 
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